What is the number one health freedom issue?

Vaccines are the only product on the market where the manufacturer has been released by our federal government of all liability, AND it is the only product that is mandated for daycare and school entry. But for now, Idaho has exemptions to these mandates.

Currently, many parents in Idaho are bracing for a storm after what happened across the country to take away religious and philosophical exemptions to vaccine mandates for both daycare and public/private schools. Over 100 bills were introduced in nearly all 50 states to limit parents from access to vaccine exemption rights. After SB 277 passed in California and H98/S53 passed in Vermont, Idaho is in the process of establishing a strong network to both introduce legislation to protect our rights, and oppose any legislation that would threaten those rights. Since 2010, many bills have passed which have threatened our rights regarding vaccine tracking registries and exemptions. We now have an Immunization Assessment Board – a huge reason health insurance went up in this state. Unfortunately, most people who have a stake in this issue have neglected to get to know their own senator and representatives. We are hoping that will be changing very soon. We are in the process of introducing two bills during the 2016 legislative session. We are working on sponsors of these bills at the moment. In the meantime, we have launched an 'educate your legislator' campaign. The main topics we are covering through emails to Idaho's legislators are:

1) Vaccine manufacturers have been released of all liability
2) CDC corruption and the importance of discrediting the CDC
3) Vaccine injury is real and COMMON
4) Vaccines don't work as alleged. The herd immunity myth AND
5) Antibodies do not equal immunity - the very theory underlying vaccines is now known to be incorrect.

Since 2010, parents have been required to fill out an Idaho exemption form that is not only incriminating in its nature – basically compelling the parent(s) to admit to child neglect for not vaccinating – but are bullied into signing it without being able to adjust the wording on the form. The requirement of Idaho's exemption form is in violation of Idaho Code 39-4802 and 39-4804. Idaho Code 39-4802 only requires a signed statement from the parent(s) or legal guardian of the child.

In December 2014, Ingri Cassel corresponded with Mitch Scoggin, the Director of Idaho's Immunization Program, over a case near Boise regarding a parent's right to alter the form. The public health district worker told the mother that she could not alter the form since it was a legal document. Precisely our point. If you want to see this correspondence, see the link below regarding email correspondence. In fact, if you or anyone you know has been bullied into receiving vaccines or was forcibly vaccinated in Idaho, please submit a testimony at VaccineTruth.info

If anyone wants to be part of a state network on this ONE issue, please contact Ingri Cassel or Leslie Manookian.

Ingri Cassel 208-255-2307
VaccineTruth.com  VacLib.org  info@vaccinetruth.com  vaclib@hotmail.com

Leslie Manookian, producer of The Greater Good (directed and produced in Idaho)
GreaterGoodMovie.org  leslie@greatergoodmovie.org

Email Correspondence:  http://www.vaclib.org/legal/emailcorrespondence.pdf